There has been much discussion in the literature about rival measures of classical polarization in three dimensions. We gather and compare the various proposed measures of polarization, creating a geometric representation of the polarization state space in the process. We use majorization, previously used in quantum information, as a criterion to establish a partial ordering on the polarization state space. Using this criterion and other considerations, the most useful polarization measure in three dimensions is found to be one dependent on the Bloch vector decomposition of the polarization matrix.
Introduction
The polarization state of a classical beam of light has been quantified and studied since the nineteenth century, pioneered by the well-known model of the Stokes vector and its geometric representation in the Poincaré sphere [1, 2] . Modern mathematical models of polarization in statistical optics rely more heavily on the polarization matrix, but maintain the same underlying physical picture of an electric field in two dimensions perpendicular to the direction of propagation [3] .
Based on either the Stokes vector or the Polarization matrix, there emerges a natural unambiguous definition of the degree of polarization of such a classical beam with a two dimensional electric field, based on the fraction of total power that is is in the polarized component [4] .
However, if we extend our inquiry to a three dimensional electric field distribution, we find there is no single unambiguous generalization of the degree of polarization. This has led to many authors suggesting different measures of classical polarization in three dimensions. Some measures are based on quantum purity [5] , a decomposition of the polarization matrix in SU (3) [6, 7] , non-quantum entanglement [8] , von Neumann entropy [9] , the fully polarized field component [10] , and the invariants of the rotational group [11] .
In this paper, we add to the analysis in our previous publication [12] by comparing the measures above. Here we use majorization as a key comparison criterion. Majorization is a technique to partially order real vectors, and has been used extensively in quantum information * Corresponding author: ogamel@physics.utoronto.ca to place a partial ordering on the degree of entanglement of bipartite states [13] . Here we show that it can be extended to create a partial ordering on the state of polarization in three dimensions (or higher).
In section 2 we define the different measures of three dimensional polarization, and illustrate the relationship between them. Section 3 discusses majorization and the requirement that the degree of polarization be a Schurconvex function. Section 4 explores the state space of polarization states in terms of relevant eigenvalues, and provides a graphical representation. Section 5 applies the criteria in the previous two sections to the measures we have defined, to find which of them respect the criterion and which can be discarded. Section 6 outlines all the measures graphically by providing contours of equal polarization. Some considerations based on these contour plots are used to select the most versatile measure of polarization. Finally, section 7 generalizes the results to N dimensions.
Our analysis adds to and clarifies much of the discussion on measures of higher dimensional polarization in the literature [9, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , classifying the measures and analyzing their relationship.
Measures of Polarization in Three Dimensions
Consider an electric field distribution in three dimensions. The complex electric field values in the x, y and z directions are taken to be probabilistic ensembles given by E 1 , E 2 and E 3 respectively.
The polarization state of the beam of light is given by the 3×3 polarization matrix Φ, defined as in two dimensions, the polarization matrix Φ (2) is defined the same as above, but the indices only take values 1 and 2.
The degree of polarization, P (2) of a two dimensional polarization matrix Φ (2) is derived by writing Φ (2) as the unique sum of two polarization matrices, one completely unpolarized (a multiple of the identity matrix), and one completely polarized (a rank 1 matrix) [3, 4] . The standard degree of polarization in two dimensions is then the ratio of the power contained in the completely polarized matrix to the total power. It is given by
where the dimensional superscript on Φ has been suppressed. We note that for any dimension, the degree of polarization is a basis independent property, and the matrix Φ will be positive by definition, and therefore diagonalizable. Therefore one can choose the basis which diagonalizes Φ, and the degree of polarization becomes a function of the diagonal entries, i.e. the eigenvalues of Φ.
Reverting to the three dimensional case, the polarization matrix Φ (3) has three non-negative eigenvalues:
We haved assumed the total power is normalized, the polarization matrix has unit trace, and so the eigenvalues sum to unity. The state where
is fully unpolarized, where the state where λ 1 = 1 and λ 2 = λ 3 = 0 is the maximally polarized state. Our measures of polarization are defined such that the fully unpolarized (mixed) state has the minimum value of polarization, and the maximally polarized (pure) state has the maximum value.
Several measures of polarization in three dimensions have been used in the literature. In the remainder of this section, we list the most prevalent measures along with a brief explanation and references that explain them in more detail. Most of the measures below have been analyzed in detail by the authors in ref. [12] . However, in this last reference, the measures of polarization were linearly rescaled to vary between 0 and 1, and different notation was used. No such rescaling is adopted in this paper. Going forward, we also suppress the dimensional superscript in the polarization matrix Φ.
One can treat the polarization matrix Φ in a similar way one would treat a density matrix for a quantum system. Since classical polarization is mathematically the same as quantum purity [12] , one can define the standard polarization based on the common measure of purity of quantum systems:
One can also quantify the polarization by writing the polarization matrix Φ as a linear combination of some basis matrices in SU (3), usually the Gell-Mann matrices [19] . Treating the coefficients of the basis matrices in this decomposition as components of a generalized Bloch vector [20] , one can use the magnitude of this vector as a measure of polarization [6, 7] . The vector is found to lie within an irregular region which itself lies within an eight dimensional hypersphere [21] . The vector represents the radial distance from the sphere's origin. Therefore, we call the magnitude of the generalized Bloch vector the Bloch polarization, given by
One can also measure polarization making use of the Schmidt decomposition [22] . One first writes the electric field as an element in a product space of the one Hilbert space that represent the directional vector of the field and another representing the magnitude of this element as a function of time and space. One can then use the Schmidt decomposition to write the field as the sum of three mutually orthogonal product states, with coefficients κ 1 , κ 2 , and κ 3 . The degree of polarization can is then provided by a weight parameter of the Schmidt decomposition, which yields the non-integer effective number of dimensions needed by the optical field [8] :
By taking the outer product of the electric field (in Schmidt form) with itself, and then tracing out the function space, one is left with a 3 × 3 matrix in the directional space, whose diagonals are κ . Identifying this matrix with the polarization matrix Φ, we see that λ i = κ 2 i , for i = 1, 2, 3. Therefore, based on K above, we can define the Schmidt polarization as
This measure of polarization, uniquely among the ones considered in this paper, takes lower values for more polarized states. For example, a maximally polarized state has the minimal number of effective dimensions, 1. Shannon entropy is also used in classical systems to quantify uncertainty about a random variable [23] . Using this concept, one can define the Von Neumann entropy [5] :
If an eigenvalue λ k = 0, we take λ k log 2 (λ k ) = 0, since lim x→0 + x log(x) = 0.
One can also write the diagonalized 3 × 3 polarization matrix Φ into a unique positive linear combination of the identity matrix, a rank 2 matrix with degenerate eigenvalues, and a rank 1 matrix:
One can take the power in the fully polarized component (i.e. the coefficient of the rank 1 matrix) as a measure of the degree of polarization [10] . We define the order 1 polarization or full polarization as
One can also take the power in both the rank 1 and rank 2 polarized component (i.e. the sum of both coefficients) as a measure of polarization. We define the order 2 polarization as
Finally, one can make use of a hierarchy of polarization measures due to Barakat [11] . They are based on the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the polarization matrix Φ. In the three dimensional case, the hierarchy has only two measures, the first of which is identical to P bl in eq. (5) above. The second, which we call Barakat's last measure, is given by
We make a few observations about the seven measures of polarization in eqs. (4 -10) above. Note that redefining them in two dimensions, P bl , P 1 , P 2 and P b will all reduce identically to P (2) in eq.(2). The measures P s , P v , and P sc will not reduce in the same way.
Also note that P bl , P sc , and P s are all functions of one another, and therefore will all induce the same ordering on the space of polarization states. We see that most purposes of comparison it suffices to use only one of them.
Majorization criterion on degree of polarization
The polarization state at any point should be basis indepdendent, i.e. invariant under rotation. Therefore, it is given by a basis independent property, the spectrum of eigenvalues λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ) of the polarization matrix Φ, satisfying the conditions in eq.(3). Each of the measures of purity P b , P v , P f and P bl induces a different ordering on the space of polarization states. In this section, we introduce a physically motivated partial ordering of polarization states based on the largest and smallest eigenvalues. We then define majorization, and show that it induces the same partial ordering on the space of polarization states. We then require that our chosen measure of purity satisfy this ordering, with justification.
If one thinks of the polarization matrix Φ as a quantum density matrix, and |ψ as some arbitrary pure state, the maximum possible 'overlap' with a pure state is
the maximum eigenvalue. Analogously, the minimum possible overlap is
the minimum eigenvalue.
One may argue that a larger λ max or a smaller λ min indicates a greater range of overlap of Φ with arbitrary pure states, which may be interpreted to mean Φ represents a purer state. This is particularly clear in the two dimensional case given in eq. (2), where λ max = λ 1 and λ min = λ 2 , increasing λ 1 and decreasing λ 2 in this case clearly leads to a state of higher polarization.
Based on the above, we may postulate the following partial ordering on the three dimensional polarization states at hand. Suppose we have two arbitrary polarization states λ and µ, that satisfy the conditions
We postulate that the conditions in eq. (13) are equivalent to the statement that the state λ is less polarized than the state µ. This simple criterion has a deeper elegant explanation in the idea of majorization, which we proceed to define and whose significance for ordering polarization states we outline below. Suppose we have two real vectors x ≡ (x 1 , ..., x N ), and y ≡ (y 1 , ..., y N ). We then define x ↓ and y ↓ as the same vectors with elements in descending order. For example, x ↓ 1 is the largest element in the vector x. We say x majorizes y, (i.e. y is majorized by x), written x y, if we have
with equality holding when k = N . Majorization then provides a partial ordering on real vectors [24] . For example, the vector a = ( ) niether majorizes nor is majorized by a. Note that majorization works even when the elements of the two vectors do not sum to the same quantity, but in our examples they all sum to unity since this is required of the vectors of eigenvalues to which we apply majorization.
Majorization plays an important role in quantification of entanglement. It has been shown that for two bipartite quantum states |ψ and |φ , the former can be transformed to the latter using local operations and classical communication (LOCC) if and only if λ ψ ≺ λ φ , where the last two vectors represent the spectrum of the density matrix of the subsystems for each state [13] . Since LOCC transformations can never increase entanglement, this implies that majorization in the sense above is a partial order on entanglement.
We recall the direct relationship between the amount of entanglement of a bipartite system with the purity of any one of its subsystems once the other subsystems have been traced out. More entanglement in the bipartite system directly means more mixedness (less purity) in the subsystem, the extremal cases being a maximally entangled bipartite state whose subsystem is maximally mixed (zero purity), and an unentangled (separable) bipartite state, whose subsystems are completely pure (purity 1). Since majorization is a partial ordering on degree of entanglement, the above implies it is also a partial ordering on quantum purity. Since quantum purity has been shown to be the same quantity mathematically as classical degree of polarization [12] , we can conclude the main premise of this paper: that majorization is a partial ordering on classical polarization.
In other words, we can conclude that for two arbitrary polarization states λ and µ, if λ ≺ µ then the polarization state λ is less polarized than than the state µ. Therefore, an admissible measure of polarization P must satisfy P ( λ) ≤ P ( µ) whenever λ ≺ µ. The previous statement is equivalent to stating that P ( λ) is a Schur-convex function [25] .
Applying the conditions in eq. (14) we find that for λ ≺ µ to hold, we must have
The last eq.(16) is always true for any polarization states X and Y, as the eigenvalues always sum to one. Taking eq.(15) and eq.(16) we can find a condition on the third eigenvalues. Then, we have that λ ≺ µ is equivalent to the conditions established in eq. (13) . Therefore, we have reduced the condition for majorization to conditions on the largest and smallest eigenvalues.
Polarization State Space
Since we have introduced a partial ordering or polarization states that depends on the largest and smallest eigenvalues, λ 1 and λ 3 , it is of interest to find the allowed range of these eigenvalues for arbitrary polarization states. That is, we explore and graphically represent the state space. In the case of λ 1 , we have the following condition
We also have
which for a given value of λ 3 leads to the following condition on λ 3 1 2
So the space of polarization states is the space of maximum and minimum (nonnegative) eigenvalues λ 1 and λ 3 that satisfy eq. (17) and eq. (19) . This is illustrated in fig. 1 (4 -10) . Note that for a given measure of polarization, the ordering it induces on the states is more important than the actual numerical degree of polarization assigned to a given state. In the figure, we choose state G, and divide the state space to four quadrants around it, in order to illustrate the majorization relations in eq. (13) . The states in the lower right quadrant, H,I and J, majorize (i.e. are more polarized than) state G. The states in the upper left quadrant, A, B, and C, are majorized by (i.e. are less polarized than) state G.
The states in the other two quadrants, D, E, F, are neither majorized by, nor majorize state G. Therefore, they may be more or less polarized than G, and the majorization criterion tells us nothing about their relationship to G. In the following section, we develop another criterion that establishes a further partial ordering on the polarization state space.
As mentioned above, the generalization to three spatial dimensions of the Bloch sphere is an irregular shape within an Eight dimensional hypersphere [21] . Yet each state in such a construction can be reduced, up to a diagonalizing unitary transformation, to a state in the shaded triangle in fig. 1 . The state in our figure below should then uniquely determine all the basis independent properties of the polarization state. ) and J the fully polarized state (1, 0, 0). To illustrate the majorization relations, we separate the area into quadrants centered around the state G given by ( Table 1 .
The five independent measures of polarization defined in eqs. (4) and (7 -10) evaluated for ten polarization states of interest.
If we compare the states in table 1, we find we can give a partial order on them through majorization as per
Therefore, we require that our chosen measure of polarization respect the partial ordering of states induced by majorization, i.e. that it be a Schur-convex function.
Testing the Majorization Criterion
Examining table 1, we find that the measures P 1 and P b violate the ordering due to majorization in eq. (20) . For example, P 1 ranks the state H as less polarized than G while the majorization criterion dictates that the opposite should be the case. Similarly, P b gives the same polarization to states D and J, while J majorizes D and should therefore have a higher polarization. The other measures respect the majorization criterion for the states above. However, we still need to prove that they will always respect this criterion for any state.
Suppose once more that we have two distinct polarization states λ and µ that satisfy λ ≺ µ. They can always be written as
for some a, b ≥ 0. Given eq. (21), we then verify that P s , P v and P 2 will always assign a higher polarization to µ than λ. In case of P s , we have
where in the third line we made use of λ 2 = 1 − λ 1 − λ 3 . Also note that the two terms inside the square brackets on the third line are non-negative by eq. (18), which leads to the non-negativity of the whole expression. We have show in eq. (22) that P s (and therefore P bl and P sc ) always respects the majorization criterion. In the case of P 2 , we have
Therefore, by eq.(23), the measure P 2 respects the majorization criterion. We use a slightly different approach for P v . First, we define a function equal to the measure, but takes only the largest and smallest eigenvalues as inputs. Define
Then we find the partial derivatives
We are interesting in the points where these partial derivatives are zero. We find that Therefore, we find that the partial derivatives of this measure only take a value zero on the edges of the allowable region given by eq. (18) . For all points within the allowable region, we have from eq.(25) that ∂fv ∂λ1 > 0 and ∂fv ∂λ3 < 0. This implies that increasing λ 1 will always increase the von Neumann degree of polarization P v , as will decreasing λ 3 , that satisfying the majorization criterion.
Graphical Comparison
To get more insight, we compare all the measures graphically in fig. 2 . In the figure, we plot the contours of equal polarization in the region of allowable physical states, for each measure of polarization.
We observe that the contours of P 1 are straight lines with a negative slope, clearly violating the majorization criterion between any two points on the same contour line. The measure P b violates the majorization criterion as well since it has a contour that is a straight line connecting DJ.
We also note that the contours of P s , P v and P 2 in the three other figures never have a negative slope, and may have a zero or infinite slope only at isolated points at the edge of the allowable region. Therefore as shown in the equations above, they satisfy the majorization criterion we have established. So we are left to choose a measure from this list.
We note that the contours of P s and P 2 have a certain interesting symmetry lacking in P v , they are invariant in reflections about the line AH. This reflection maps together the pairs of points B and C, D and E, F and G, and leaves the contours for these two measures unchanged. The measure P v also has contours that are very nearly horizontal for relatively large ranges, meaning it is less sensitive to changes in the state for these values. So we choose to discard P v .
The measure P 2 seems adequate and is very simple to calculate, as seen from its straight contours, and will suffice for most purposes. However, if we go back to the way it was defined, we notice that it oversimplifies the situation. Both P 1 and P 2 were defined by first writing the polarization matrix as a positive linear combination of rank 1, 2, and 3 matrices. The rank 1 matrix is clearly fully polarized, while the rank 3 is completely unpolarized. A reasonable intuitive assessment suggests that the rank 2 matrix should have an intermediate partial polarization, between the other two.
The weakness of the P 1 measure is that it ignores the partial polarization in the rank 2 component, and treats it as if it were completely unpolarized. We see that P 2 has the opposite weakness, in that treats the rank 2 component the same way as the rank 1 component, i.e. it treats it as if it were fully polarized. Both approaches are inadequate. A suitable measure is one that gives a rank 2 matrix an intermediate polarization between rank 1 and rank 3.
So we are left with P s and its closely related measures P bl and P sc . Since they all induce the same ordering on polarization states, the difference between them is immaterial for most uses. However, P bl defined in eq.(5) seems the most physically motivated and mathematically elegant. It also has some interesting properties in the scaling of polarization if a depolarizing channel is applied to the field [12] .
Generalization to Higher Dimensions
The results we have obtained hitherto in the paper are specifically tailored to three spatial dimensions. However most of them can easily be generalized to higher dimensions in a straightforward manner. We consider the optical polarization in N spatial dimensions, or the mathematically equivalent quantum purity of an N -level quantum system.
The polarization matrix Φ is assumed to be N × N in dimension, and have eigenvalues λ 1 ≥ ... ≥ λ N ≥ 0, that sum to unity. The measures of polarization P s , P bl , P sc , P v , and P b are then given by
We will also have a hierarchy of measures that generalizes P 1 and P 2 . The diagonalization of Φ can be written as a unique positive sum of N matrices, of rank 1, 2...N . The sum of the first k of these coefficients can be taken as a measure of polarization. We will then have
Moreover, there will be a hierarchy of N − 1 measures due to Barakat [11] , the first of which will always be the Bloch measure P bl , and the last of which, by definition will be P b , Barakat's last measure.
The majorization criterion can still be used in N dimensions by applying eq. (14) to the vector of eigenvalues. However, for N > 3, the result will not be as neat as the simple inequalities in eq. (13) .
One can choose N − 1 independent variables (that are linear combinations of the eigenvalues) to represent the state. The region of allowable states will consist of a polytope in N −1 dimensions that generalizes the shaded triangular region shown in our figures.
Even in N dimensions, the measure P bl remains the most useful in the large majority of cases for the same reasons discussed earlier in the paper.
Conclusion
We have recapped the most prevalent measures of three dimensional polarization in the literature. We then represented the space of allowable polarization states in simple geometric terms, as a function of the highest and lowest eigenvalues. Furthermore, we introduced the criterion of majorization provides a partial ordering and an equivalence relation between the degree of polarization of states in the state space.
We showed which of the measures are consistent with this criterion, and represented all the measures graphically, identifying interesting properties of each. Based on masjorization and graphical additional considerations, we chose the Bloch measure, P bl of polarization as the most versatile of the measures of polarization. We also demonstrated that much of the analysis can be generalized to N dimensions.
